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We investigate and discuss the proton conductivity properties of the cyanide-bridged metal–organic framework (MOF) [Nd(mpca)2Nd(H2O)6Mo(CN)8] (H2O) (where mpca is 5-methyl-2-pyrazinecarboxylate). This MOF is one of an exciting class of cyanide-bridged materials that can combine porosity with magnetism, luminescence, and proton conductivity. Specifically, we show that this material features highly hydrophilic open channels filled with water molecules. They enable a high proton conductivity, as much as 10−3 S cm−1. A rich hydrogen-bonding network, formed by the ligands’ carboxylate groups with both coordinated and lattice water molecules, facilitates this high proton conductivity. Combined thermogravimetric studies, FTIR spectroscopy and PXRD analysis show that upon heating at 80 °C, the lattice water molecules are removed without any change in the framework. Further heating at 130 °C results in a partial removal of the coordinated water molecules, while still retaining the original framework. These activated MOFs shows an increasing conductivity from ~10−9 S cm−1 to ~10−3 S cm−1 when the relative humidity increases from 0% to 98%. Our studies show that the increase in proton conductivity is correlated with the re-hydration of the framework with lattice water molecules. The Arrhenius activation energy for the proton conductivity process is low (Ea = 37 kJ mol−1), indicating that the protons “hop” through the channels following the Grotthuss mechanism. The fact that this MOF is remarkably stable both under high humidity conditions and at relatively high temperatures (up to 130 °C) makes it a good candidate for real-life applications.

Introduction

Meeting the energy challenges that our society faces in the 21st century requires innovative materials, be it for biomass conversion,1 CO2 abatement,2 or fuel production.3 But perhaps the most crucial of all is finding practical solutions for efficient energy conversion. Proton-exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) are one promising technology, as they have a much higher efficiency compared with internal combustion engines (82% vs. 35%, respectively).4 Their key functional component is the ion-exchange membrane which enables the migration of protons towards the electrodes. State-of-the-art cells use Nafion-type membranes. These, however, have two thorny limitations: first, they are prone to dehydration, losing their proton conductivity above 80 °C.5 Second, they are expensive, preventing large-scale commercial applications.6–7 It is thus no surprise that designing efficient proton-conducting materials is a ‘hot topic’ in materials science.8–19 One possible alternative to Nafion membranes is using specially designed metal–organic frameworks (MOFs). These hybrid coordination polymers have remarkable features, including regular voids, tunable pore sizes and adjustable pore surface properties, all of which provide opportunities for controlling proton conduction pathways.20–23 The proton conductivity of MOFs arises from guest molecules (acids, water molecules or clusters)26,27 counterions (e.g. ammonium or imidazolium cations),28,29 or acidic groups on the organic linkers (−SO3H, −PO3H).30–33 Generally, low-temperature proton-conducting materials rely on the presence of water molecules, as their hydrogen bonding network plays a key role in the proton migration process.34,35 Thus, to design MOFs as effective proton conductors for practical applications, we must first understand the mechanisms of proton conductivity and the role of water.

MOFs containing open channels which accommodate water molecules are preferable as proton-conducting materials. In these MOFs, the favorable path for proton transfer is the hydrogen-bonded network formed by the lattice water, the coordinated water and the oxygen atoms of the organic linkers.36–39 Good stability in water is paramount for such
proton-conducting materials, because they usually operate in a humid environment. The framework must retain numerous water molecules, and these must be mobile. This is because proton conductivity is predominantly determined by proton mobility and concentration. Designing such water-stable MOFs with appropriate frameworks and pathways for high proton conductivity is a challenge.

Lanthanide-based cyanide-bridged MOFs are a relatively new class of materials that can combine porosity with magnetism, luminescence and proton conductivity. Our group has developed a facile synthesis to make such MOFs by self-assembling [M(CN)₈]₄⁻ (M = Mo, W) building-blocks with trivalent lanthanide cations in the presence of 5-methyl-2-pyrazinecarboxylic acid (Hmpca). These MOFs have a 3D robust network with open hydrophilic channels. In addition to the luminescent and magnetic properties reported previously, we also discovered that these MOFs exhibit excellent proton conductivity. Specifically, the NdMo-MOF, [Nd(mpca)₂Nd(H₂O)₆Mo(CN)₈]₉H₂O, (mpca = 5-methyl-2-pyrazinecarboxylate), is one of the best proton conducting MOFs reported so far. The fact that this MOF is also stable up to 150 °C and stable in water makes it a good candidate for real-life applications. Here we report the results for proton conductivity tests using this MOF, and explain the different roles played by the water molecules based on characterisation and mechanistic studies.

Experimental

Materials and instrumentation

Infrared spectra (4000–400 cm⁻¹, resol. 0.5 cm⁻¹) were recorded on a Varian 660 FTIR spectrometer using KBr pellets and the transmission technique. Powder X-ray diffraction was carried out on a Rigaku Miniflex X-ray Diffractometer. Measurements were done from 3° to 90° with a turning speed of 2.5° min⁻¹. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) were performed using a NETZSCH Jupiter® STA 449F3 instrument. The measurements were done under argon (20 ml min⁻¹) at 35–800 °C. Water and methanol sorption experiments were performed in an isothermal Setaram Calvet 80 micro-calorimeter, connected to a home-built manometric apparatus. Blank experiments were carried out at 30 °C by introducing a known amount of gas into the empty sample holder and measuring the final pressure. To calculate the amount adsorbed, the blank curves were subtracted, after a correction for the volume of the MOF sample itself. The phase purity of the bulk sample was confirmed by comparing the powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) pattern of the as synthesised MOF with the simulated pattern from single-crystal XRD analysis. Unless stated otherwise, all chemicals were commercially available (Aldrich, >99% pure) and used as received. The K₄[Mo(CN)₆]·2H₂O precursor and the NdMo-MOF were synthesized according to previously published procedures.

Procedure for measuring proton conductivity

Samples were prepared for impedance analysis by grinding the crystalline product with a mortar and pestle to uniform particle size. The disk-shaped pellets of the NdMo-MOF were prepared by using a press and a die measuring 13 mm in diameter. The pellet was placed between a pair of parallel copper plates anchored by a clamp. The typical thickness of the sample was ~0.4 mm (±0.05 mm). The electrochemical cell was then fixed with clamp and placed in a humidity-controlled environment which is controlled by different saturated salt solutions. Impedance analysis was measured using 4-points method at different temperatures (30–90 °C) and relative humidities (20–98%). Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) tests were carried out under open-circuit voltage (OCV) condition using a Gamry potentiostat (Reference 600) with a frequency range of 10⁶ Hz to 0.1 Hz and a voltage amplitude of 10 mV. The DC electrical conductivity has been calculated by measuring voltage and current at 21 °C and 26% RH.

Results and discussion

X-ray single-crystal analysis of the NdMo-based MOF [Nd(mpca)₂Nd(H₂O)₆Mo(CN)₈]₉H₂O shows that this is a hybrid inorganic–organic network with a neutral three-dimensional structure that is extended through cyanido and carboxylato bridges. Each [Mo(CN)₈]₄⁻ centre is connected to three [Nd(mpca)₂(H₂O)₂] units via three cyanido bridges, forming a two-dimensional network of alternating diamond-like Nd₂Mo₂(CN)₈ rings and octagonal Nd₄Mo₄(CN)₈ rings. These 2D nets are connected by [Nd(H₂O)₆]³⁺ moieties via the carboxylate group of one mpca ligand, giving an overall 3D structure (see Fig. 1). Single-crystal X-ray diffraction also shows that the hydrophilic channels accommodate both water and methanol molecules. This creates an extended hydrogen-bonded network which stabilises the 3D framework. However, when exposed to ambient conditions, the methanol is easily replaced by water without disrupting the framework.

Fig. 1 Crystal structure of the NdMo-MOF viewed along the b-axis, showing the hydrophilic channels (the red spheres denote the oxygen atoms of the lattice water molecules).
Furthermore, CO₂ adsorption studies show that this framework is very flexible. Based on these studies, we hypothesised that the rich water content of this MOF, both as lattice and coordinated water molecules, would make it ideal for studying proton conductivity. To test this hypothesis, we had to determine the framework stability after the removal of these water molecules. Fig. 2 shows the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) curves for the pristine (i.e., as synthesised) NdMo-MOF. The first weight loss occurs at 80 °C, corresponding to the removal of lattice water. The endothermic DSC effect associated with this weight loss indicates that no structural changes occur within the framework. This observation is also supported by the IR and PXRD studies on the sample activated at 80 °C (see Fig. S1 in the ESI†). The second weight loss corresponds to the removal of coordinated water molecules and it is also accompanied by a small endothermic shoulder (Fig. 2). The major weight loss, which occurs above 300 °C, is caused by the framework collapse and decomposition.

To study the effect of both coordinated and lattice water on the proton conductivity, we then used samples that were activated at three temperatures: 80 °C, 130 °C and 150 °C. In this way, we could assess the effects of the removal of different water “types”. The proton conductivity was measured using EIS analysis. Time-dependent control experiments showed that the samples reach equilibrium after 2 h (see Fig. S2 in the ESI†), and all impedance data were then measured at equilibrium. The resistance values were calculated from the semicircles of the so-called Nyquist plots (Fig. S3†). From these, one can calculate the proton conductivity values using eqn (1), where \( L \) is the sample thickness, \( A \) is the sample surface area and \( S \) is the sample conductivity.

\[
\delta = \frac{L}{S} (S \times A)
\]  

(1)

The Nyquist plot displays a partial semicircle at high frequencies and a tail at lower frequencies which arise from distinct grain interior and grain boundary contributions (see Fig. S3†). The grain interior conductivity is calculated from the higher frequencies contributions. According to the standard Nyquist plots, we can calculate the permittivity based on the proton conductivity double-layer capacity. The permittivity is 55, which is in the range of the water permittivity. To further confirm the conductivity of the as-synthesised NdMo-MOF, we also ran the DC conductivity measurements. From the results of both DC and EIS measurements, the conductivities are at the same order of magnitude \( \left( 10^{-7} \text{ S cm}^{-1} \right) \) (see Fig. S3†).

Then, to investigate how the specific presence of lattice water affects the proton conductivity, we ran an EIS analysis using a sample that was activated at 80 °C under varied degrees of relative humidity. The conductivity increased from \( 4.2 \times 10^{-8} \text{ S cm}^{-1} \) to \( 2.8 \times 10^{-3} \text{ S cm}^{-1} \) when the relative humidity increased from 0% to 98% (see Fig. 3). The latter value is comparable to the best proton-conducting MOFs whose proton conduction is solely mediated by water molecules, either lattice or coordinated (a detailed comparison is given in Table S1 in the ESI†). Moreover, the strong dependence of conductivity on humidity, with the conductivity steadily increasing at 98% indicates that the proton is the mobile ion. These results also show that the coordinated water is a poor proton conductor. This is because at zero (or low) relative humidity, the only path for proton conduction is the hydrogen bonding formed by the coordinated water molecules. Increasing the relative humidity facilitates the incorporation of lattice water molecules within the flexible MOF channels. This improves the proton conductivity significantly, indicating that the lattice water is critical for achieving high proton conductivity.

Subsequently, to understand the proton conduction mechanism mediated by the lattice water, we compared the impedance values at different temperatures, while keeping the relative humidity constant at 44%. The impedance ranged from \( 1.4 \times 10^{-3} \text{ at 90 °C down to 1.7 \times 10^{-5} S cm}^{-1} \) at 30 °C (Fig. 4, top). From these measurements we derived an Arrhenius activation energy of 0.39 eV, or 37 kJ mol⁻¹ (Fig. 4, bottom). The relatively low \( E_a \) value suggests that the proton transfer in this MOF follows the Grothuss mechanism. This mechanism involves hopping in which a proton hops from a proton donor to an
acceptor along a hydrogen bond, and reorientation in which a hydrogen bond is cleaved and the proton reorients to another proton acceptor.31–33

To study the role of lattice water molecules on the proton conductivity and also confirm the structural flexibility of the framework, we ran impedance analyses using the pristine NdMo-MOF activated at 130 °C and 150 °C, respectively (data shown in the ESI, Fig. S4†). The activation at these temperatures corresponds to the partial removal (at 130 °C) or the complete removal (at 150 °C) of the coordinated water. In the first case the MOF still retains its original framework and shows low proton conductivity (Fig. S4(a)†). But when heated to 150 °C, all the coordinated water is removed and the structure changes (see the FTIR spectra and PXRD patterns in Fig. S5–S7 in the ESI†), and the dry MOF acts as the dielectric material of the capacitor in the impedance measurement (Fig. S4(b)†). Subsequently, we re-checked the proton conductivity of the activated samples at 100% relative humidity. The samples activated at 80 °C and 130 °C showed proton conductivities of 2.8 × 10⁻³ S cm⁻¹ and 2.1 × 10⁻³ S cm⁻¹, respectively. Interestingly, the sample that was activated at 150 °C had a slightly higher proton conductivity (9.0 × 10⁻³ S cm⁻¹, see Fig. S8†). This high value corresponds to the ionic conduction arising from free [Mo(CN)₈]⁴⁻ and likely Nd³⁺ ions formed by the partial decomposition of the NdMo-MOF activated at 150 °C. Indeed, a light yellow colour of the solution is observed by immersing the activated NdMo-MOF in water (see Fig. S8b†). This colour is typical of free [Mo(CN)₈]⁴⁻ ions in water. Note, however, that this decomposition process is minor and most of the activated MOF returns to its original structure upon hydration. The fact that the proton conductivities of the samples activated at 80 °C and 130 °C are similar suggests that both return to their original structure upon water exposure (see Fig. S9 and S10 in ESI†). These results affirm the robustness of the NdMo-MOF, a key feature for potential applications as a proton-conducting material. Furthermore, they also confirm that the hydrogen-bonding network established by both coordinated and lattice water molecules are responsible for the proton transport. In the case of the sample activated at 150 °C, the transformation to a new framework may account for the higher conductivity.

To understand the structural changes that occur upon activation at different temperatures as well as the reversible changes when exposed at different relative humidities, we performed additional IR, TGA and PXRD characterization (see Fig. S4–S6 in ESI†). The IR spectrum of the pristine MOF shows a broad strong peak at 2100 cm⁻¹ corresponding to ℓCN of both

![Nyquist plots measured at 44% relative humidity and different temperatures (top) and the corresponding Arrhenius plot (bottom) for the NdMo-MOF activated at 80 °C.](image)

![IR (top) and PXRD (bottom) for the as-synthesised NdMo-MOF (black), the sample activated at 150 °C (red), immersed in water for 1 week (green) and after the proton conductivity measurement (blue).](image)
terminal and bridge cyanide groups (see Fig. S5†). The broad peak between 3200–3500 cm$^{-1}$ is due to the v_O-H from both coordinated and lattice water molecules. Note that this peak reduces in intensity for the sample activated at 80 °C and 130 °C, and disappears completely for the sample activated at 150 °C. Examining the MOF sample that was activated at 80 °C shows that its structure remains the same as the original MOF (see Fig. 4 and 5). It is clear from both the IR and the TGA analysis that the sample activated at 130 °C still contains some coordinated water while the MOF activated at 150 °C does not contain any more water (see Fig. S5 and S7†). Similarly, the powder diffraction patterns also suggest that the MOF structure does not change when activated at 80 °C or at 130 °C (Fig. S6†). Conversely, there are significant changes in the PXRD of the MOF activated at 150 °C. Once the six water molecules coordinated to one of the Ln$^{3+}$ ions are removed, this ion must fill its coordination geometry with other donors. The most accessible donors are neighboring cyanide and carboxylate groups, resulting in new Ln–O and Ln–N bonds and a totally different structure. To prove the hypothesis of this structural transformation, the MOF activated at 150 °C was immersed in water. Then, using IR and PXRD, we traced the structural changes for the samples after the water uptake as well as after proton conductivity measurements. Indeed, both samples are converted to a new but similar structural topology after immersing in water for enough time, as well as after proton conduction (Fig. 5). The broad water peak from the IR indicates the regaining of water. The PXRD confirms the crystalline structure but the formation of a new structure. Additional confirmation came from TGA analysis (Fig. S11†).

To get further insight in the structural transformation of the NdMo-MOF activated at 150 °C, we studied its water affinity by water adsorption (Fig. 6). We found that this activated MOF shows a water uptake of ca. 100 cm$^3$ g$^{-1}$ at STP, corresponding to ca. 4.5 mmol per formula unit. This agrees with the TGA analysis (see Fig. S12†) which shows that the water removal occurs at ca. 150 °C. These results also show that the thermal stability of the new framework is similar to the original one, confirming that that the carboxylate and cyanide-bridges within the framework are preserved (cf. the IR and PXRD studies shown in Fig. S5–S7 in ESi†). The same studies also show that this water is difficult to desorb. The water molecules bind strongly to the framework, most likely as coordinated water. Importantly, all these results show that the NdMo-MOF activated at 150 °C transforms to the same structural phase when exposed to 100% relative humidity and after water adsorption measurements.

Conclusions

The framework of the NdMo-MOF \(\text{[Nd(mpca)}_2\text{Nd(H}_2\text{O)}_6\text{Mo(CN)}_8\text{]}\cdot6\text{H}_2\text{O}\) features octagonal hydrophilic channels that make it one of the best proton-conducting MOFs. These channels contain two “types” of water molecules: coordinated (‘in-the-framework’) water and lattice (absorbed) water. Our studies show that it is the lattice water which are responsible for the proton conductivity. The lattice water molecules form a hydrogen-bonding network, through which protons “hop” along via the Grotthuss mechanism. The fact that (unlike most MOFs) this material is also stable both in water and at relatively high temperatures (up to 150 °C) makes it a promising candidate for real-life applications. As we showed earlier, this class of materials has also special luminescence and magnetic properties.41,42 Combining these with ionic conductivity opens opportunities for designing proton-conducting switches controlled by temperature, light and/or external magnetic fields.40
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